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ANYONE CAN BE
AN ENTREPRENEUR

Every man, every woman, regardless of their
origin, income, social situation or education,
has an inalienable right to economic initiative
allowing them to take their destiny into their
own hands.

MICROSTART
OUR STORY
microStart was created in 2011 by the partners BNP Paribas Fortis , Adie and the
European Investment Fund and was later joined by Partena and AG Insurance. The
current president is Daniel Thielemans. microStart consists of a cooperative society
with a social purpose and a non-profit association that offers coaching to entrepreneurs.
microStart is the leader in microfinance in Belgium. What’s more, it is the only one to
offer its services on a national level and thus has a 75% market share in Belgium.

OUR MISSIONS
FINANCE

REPRESENTATION

COACH

OUR SERVICES

MICROCREDIT
UP TO 25000€

+

FREE

COACHING

OUR VALUES
TRUST

INNOVATION

RESPECT

SOLIDARITY

PROFESSIONALISM
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OUR CLIENTS

PREFACE
The year 2019 will stay with us as the year we both
designed and launched our 2020-2022 strategic
plan. This new plan is based on the vision that
every man or woman, regardless of income,
education or background, has an inalienable right
to economic initiative and the right to take fate
into their own hands.
This plan demonstrates microStart’s ambition
to be the trusted partner for small businesses
and those who create employment in Belgium
by providing financing to people who do not
have access to the traditional banking system,
especially in their efforts to create, consolidate
or develop employment in a sustainable way. With
this plan, we aim at 8 000 new business contacts, 1
050 microcredits and 200 personal microcredits
as well as 2 000 jobs created or maintained.
Finally, we will also open three new agencies in
shared locations with our partner Partena . With
the new management firmly in place, important
steps have been taken in terms of efficiency and
risk management. In 2019, we met 4 145 potential
clients in our five branches, of which 624 were
granted microcredits. In total, we granted 5.5
million (37.5 million since the start of our activities
in 2010), creating 982 new jobs.
None of this would have been possible without
the support of our partners/shareholders BNP
Paribas Fortis, AG Insurance, Partena, FEI and
Adie, our dedicated staff and our formidable
volunteers.
A final word of thanks to Luc Haegemans for his
contribution throughout the year as Chairman of
the Board of Directors of microStart cvba.

Daniel Thielemans
Chairman of microStart cvba

Olivier Brissaud
Chairman of microStart Support
cvba
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MICROSTART IN 2019
THAT WAS ...

4.145 624

OUR IMPACT

75 %

SURVIVAL RATE

AFTER 2 YEARS

MICROCREDITS

CONTACTS

5.450.328 €

84 %

SURVIVAL RATE

ENTREPRENEURS

EVERY MICRO ENTREPRENEUR

CREATES 1,6 JOBS

INJECTED

IN THE BELGIAN ECONOMY

91,1 %
REPAYMENT RATE

1.111

PEOPLE
COACHED AND
ACCOMPANIED

6

1 EURO

4 EURO

INVESTED AT MICROSTART
To :

> coach the future
entrepreneur
> research the application for
microcredit
> execute financial
monitoring
> accompany after the
foundation

FOR THE COMMUNITY

GENERATES

In the form of:

> Taxes
> Social contributions
Without:

> Unemployment benefits
> Social revenues
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OUR AUDIENCE
SOURCE(S) DE REVENU(S)

SOURCE OF INCOME

SITUATION
PROFESSIONNELLE
OCCUPATION

Health Insurance Fund

2,37%

Employee

Jobseeker

16,67%

PCSW

19,53%

27,08%

Independent

Unemployment Beneﬁts

59,17%

Other social income

54,17%
Non-Active

0,59%

2,08%

None

18,34%

EDUCATION
FORMATION

PLACE OF BIRTH
LIEU DE NAISSANCE

Master

Middle East

9,62%

10,1%

Bachelor

22,12%

Reading, writing, maths

10,90%

Africa

24,7%

Europe

11,80%

Illiterate

0,32%

North America

1,4%

Secundary Education

26,44%

South America

Belgium

1,2%

37,1%

Technical / Professional
Education
30,61%

Asia

13,7%

SECTEUR
D’ACTIVITÉ
INDUSTRY
0,64%

RECRUITMENT
CHANNELS
CANAUX D’ACQUISITION

Crafts

Agriculture
Art

3,37%

2,72%

Microcredit Week

Transport

1,28%

Construction

17,63%

7,37%

Website

23,56%

Word of mouth

35,74%

Trade

26,44%

Services

Prospection

4,81%

25,32%

Media/Press

Horeca

16,51%
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Partner

5,77%

28,85%
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CORE THEMES
2019

MICROSTART

microStart is recognised as the reference for guiding entrepreneurs of
foreign origin, who are often discriminated against or have difficult access to services of
Belgian institutions.

LOCAL ANCHORING

ENTREPRENEURSHIP WITHOUT BOUNDARIES

AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO
ENTREPRENEURS

NEW POINTS OF CONTACT

DOING BUSINESS NEAR YOU!

Our advisors regularly visit local
retailers and businesses to learn
about their needs and remind
them of our tools.

In 2019, microStart opened two
new permanencies: in Nivelles at
CAP Innove and in Libramont at
the CCI Luxembourg premises.

The microcredit week to encourage
and support entrepreneurs who
contribute to local economic
activity.

«The role of Community Officer is not self-evident, but
very important! People with a migration background
have the need to be heard and helped around specific
themes. It is also a very rewarding job because you
come into contact with many different cultures. »

During an event organized by the Levis Strauss
Foundation, microStart’s clients took the floor
to debate questions related to migration and
entrepreneurship such as the pathways to
economic and social integration.

Elmehdi
Community Officer at
microStart

SMC
2019

PHOTO ACCUEIL

VALORISING THE DIVERSITY OF
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

VAN TOEGEWIJDE ADVISEURS

World Refugee Day

NATIONAL VISIBILITY
EASY TO USE & SPECIFIC
tools

MEY AWARDS

For the first time, the various Belgian microfinance institutions
and the European microfinance network have come together
to organise the Micro-Entrepreneurs of the Year Awards (MEY
Awards). The competition highlighted the diversity of microentrepreneurship in Belgium across six award-winning categories.

ACCOMPANIMENT/FINANCING
a customized offer

Entrepreneurship without borders is a guide created
by microStart. It contains simple explanations
about setting up a business and video testimonials
from our customers/migrant entrepreneurs.

In order to make our services more accessible, a
partnership has been set up with Obay AL Qatlaby,
which acts as a guarantor for the entrepreneurs
within its network who wish to benefit from a
microcredit.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP FOR ALL
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WOMEN IN THE SPOTLIGHT

TOOLS FOR YOUNG
ENTREPRENEURS

ENCOURAGE JOBSEEKERS

During an evening in Liège, three
women entrepreneurs of African
origin testified about their journey
to inspire and encourage other
women to do business!

In collaboration with BAAS, the
microStart team organised several
workshops in Antwerp, for groups
of young people who showed a keen
interest in entrepreneurship.

microStart Brussels is authorised
to accompany starters who wish
to benefit from the independence
premium granted by the BrusselsCapital Region.

Sally Ghannoum
Dilbi Fafafel, Antwerp

Sally is a Syrian refugee who arrived in Belgium 4 years ago. With the help of microStart she opened
her restaurant Dilbi Falafel in Antwerp. She was accompanied by a coach and received a microcredit of
14.000€. Sally is also a singer and theatre maker. She organizes cultural evenings in her restaurant to
bring different cultures closer together.
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OUR NETWORK

OUR TEAM
AUDITCOMITÉ

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

PARTNERSHIPS & REPRESENTATION
Roxane Lemercier - Olivia Van Den Bogaert

COMMUNICATION
Émilie Gilbert
DEPUTY CEO
Dirk Dewitte
FINANCE & ACCOUNTING
Haifaa Saad - Véronique Martens
RISK MANAGEMENT
Marie de Harenne

Jente Minne
André Vandenbosh
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150

EMPLOYEES

VOLUNTEERS

PERMANENCIES
OPERATIONAL DIRECTOR
Lens Lapauw
MANAGER DIGITAL AGENCY
Raissa Kaze
MANAGER BRUSSELS
Emmanuelle Declève

INTERNAL CONTROL & REPORTING
Adrien Lippolis
IT & APPLICATIONS

40

AGENCIES

CEO
Emmanuel Legras

HUMAN RESOURCES
Adeline Hoet
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MANAGER GHENT
Hassan Abo Esmail

MANAGER ANTWERP
Daan Janssens

MANAGER CHARLEROI
David Taquin
MANAGER LIÈGE
Salimatu Djalo

ADVISORS
Vincent Kok, Laila Denoune,
Nabintou bagate, Bert
Steeman

AGENCIES & PERMANENCIES

ADVISORS
Magalie Kisukurume,
Aurélien Van Caloen,
Éléonore Laming, Julien
Megali, Cynhtia Luamba
ADVISORS
Sara Loveniers, Sarah Nys,
Elmehdi Lagrit, Asia Kelisli

ANTWERP

OSTEND

GHENT
COURTRAI

ADVISORS
Klara Vossen, Casimir
Reijnders

BRUSSELS
NIVELLES
NAMUR

ADVISORS
Jean-françois Meurant,
Samia Natouche
ADVISORS
Juliette Dehenain, Belinda
Moulin, Hicham El Bekkali

MALINES

LIÈGE

VERVIERS

MONS

CHARLEROI

LEGEND
Agencies
Permanencies Hainaut

LIBRAMONT

Permanancies Liège
Permanencies Ghent
Permanencies Antwerp
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WORD FROM OUR EMPLOYEES AND
VOLUNTEERS

WORD FROM OUR PARTNERS
BERNHEIM FOUNDATION

MONIQUE
COORDINATOR OF THE BRUSSELS
VOLUNTEERS

SARA L.
ADVISOR
GHENT

FRANCE DE KINDER

«For me, a meaningful use of my free time means
helping others to realize their potential. microStart
has the same goal: to support entrepreneurs in
developing their own business activities. The
operational team in Brussels welcomed and
integrated me warmly into their daily professional
lives by trusting me. I am the coordinator of
the volunteers and I feel appreciated there.
Volunteering is not a one-way relationship: you get
as much as you give».

«As an advisor, coaching (starting) entrepreneurs
and drawing up credit files are my most important
tasks. I also go on the road with my colleagues
to introduce microStart to shopkeepers or local
organisations. Every day we are in contact with new
customers, each with their own dreams. We not
only give the customer credit, but also support and
advice. For me, the power of microStart is to give
everyone, regardless of their origin, the chance to
become an entrepreneur».

«Since 2013, the Bernheim Foundation supports
microStart in accompanying young people in
Brussels. Thanks to their committed team, every
micro-entrepreneur finds his or her way to selfdevelopment and a place in society. microStart
thus contributes to sustainable economic and
social integration.»

MANAGER

VLAIO

BART CANDAELE

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT

« VLAIO has been supporting microStart for
years. Microfinance fulfills a social need by
enabling entrepreneurship among key groups in
society such as the unemployed, refugees and
young people seeking opportunities».

ING
REGIO WALLONIË
CHRISTIE MORREALE

WALLOON MINISTER OF EMPLOYMENT

ANDRÉ

VOLUNTEER
GHENT

«When I retired, I wanted to stay active and share
my knowledge and experience. microStart was the
ideal solution for me. The contact with people from
different social and cultural backgrounds who want
to take their fate into their own hands and realise
their dream of becoming an «entrepreneur» is
very enriching. It is very rewarding to help a client
develop a better understanding of his business
plans».
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SALIMATÙ

BRANCH MANAGER
LIÈGE

«I’m in charge of microStart’s agency in Liege. What
I like about my work is the diversity of the people
I meet, each with their own unique background.
What I like most is breaking down the prejudices
that our target group can have to deal with and
spreading the message that anything is possible if
you are surrounded by the right people».

We met with the Walloon Minister of
Employment. «Microcredit enables people
who are excluded from the banking system
to carry out a project while being supervised.
In Wallonia, microStart demonstrates that
the creation of an activity enables the
professional integration of a precarious public
and shows that it is essential to propose an
alternative in solidarity to the traditional
system.» underlines Christie Morreale.

LAURENCE VAN BELLINGHEN,
CUSTOMER JOURNEY EXPERT

« Good accompaniment increases the chance
of success for a project. That is why ING, in
collaboration with microStart, proposes a
varied coaching programme. We have chosen
microStart as a partner for their experience in
entrepreneurship and the quality of their advice».
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OUR AMBITIONS FOR 2020
Our new strategic plan confirms our collective desire to help more and more entrepreneurs
and jobseekers in Belgium, to give them the opportunity to exercise their inalienable right
to economic initiative and work, thanks to the powerful tool that microcredit offers.

ZOOM

Some key projects included in the 2020-2022 strategic plan

LAUNCH OF A PERSONAL MICROCREDIT
OUR
AMBITION

STRATEGIC
PILLARS

1
TRUST

Increase our
production capacity
and our
risk management.

CONDITIONS FOR
SUCCESS

6000
new
contacts
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To be the trusted partner of company founders and those who create
jobs.

DIVERSIFICATION OF VOLUNTEER MISSIONS

4 pillars at the service of our development:

Innovate to
strengthen our
presence on the
ground, close to our
customers.

We will further highlight the skills of our volunteers and increase their
contribution within our institution. In order to do this, four new missions are
possible for our volunteers: training, recovery, promotion and advocacy.

3
CONNECTION

2
DIGITALISATION

Better cooperation
with our partners,
for more impact.

In addition to professional microcredit, we want to expand our
offer to give more people access to employment. This personal
microcredit will, among other things, meet mobility needs.

4
EFFICIENCY
To a more robust
and influential
organization.

A NEW VISUAL IDENTITY AND BRAND STRATEGY
We want to increase the visibility of our institution. The goal is for microStart
to become a recognized brand on a national level for the general public. In
order to achieve this, microStart is developing a new visual identity. A digital
communication strategy will also be developed to take full advantage of our
new tools.

For 2022 microStart has the ambition to reach the following results:

1050

professional
microcredits
granted

200

personal
microcredits for
employment

2000

ofwel

jobs created or
maintained over 12
months

3

open up 3 new
agencies

OPENING OF 3 NEW AGENCIES
We expand our network with 3 new agencies, co-branded with our
shareholder Partena Professional. We plan to open one new agency per year.
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FINANCIAL REPORT

OUR CLIENTS

DÉPENSES
EXPENSES

Risk-related costs

9%

Depreciations

5%

Financial Costs

7%

Staff expenses

51%

External Costs

Linda LORETI
Tattoo artist, Turnhout

14%

Henry DELCROIX
Tearoom, Doornik

«Being independent for me, that’s the freedom to
do what I like to do. It’s making my passion and my
dreams come true without having to stop.»

Administrative Costs

14%
In order to realise its activities, microStart incurred costs of €3.2M in 2019, of which 51% were
personnel costs. The other expenses are represented by administrative costs (14%), external
costs (14%), financial costs (7%), as well as depreciation and risk coverage costs (5% and 9%
respectively).

RESSOURCES
REVENUES

6000 €

«microStart is the only institution that has read my
complete file. Their guidance and their respect for
their clients, anybody, is their strongest point.»

6700€ + 3300€

Start of her activities
(april 2018)

Microcredit microStart
+ Walloon honorary loan
(Association pour la promotion
des PME)

7000 €

Microcredit microStart
extension of microcredit to
invest in new buildings (October 2019)

Henry won the award «Microentrepreneurs of the Year
Award 2019» (MEY Awards).

Other revenues

5%

Interests
Public Grants

22%

26%

Fees

9%

Private Grants

In 2019, our shareholders 38%
and partners renewed their confidence in microStart. The resources
available to microStart to finance its activities come from 65% of public and private grants, and
35% of the financial margin realised on its lending activity. In 2019, microStart lent €5.4M to
more than 620 micro-enterprises, drawing on its network of employees and volunteers present
in our 5 agencies.

«Welcome to the local chain, Amarres»

15.000€

for launch to
business plan.

«Starting my own business has always been an
important goal for me, so that I can have a direct impact on
the progress of my business and expand this business with
many customers from different countries».

7000€ + 1500€

Ms Business +

Ms Business +
+ honorary loan (Funds For Good)

Accompaniment
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Jaweed KARIMI
Photographer & Graphic
Designer, Huy

Olivia DEVARREWAERE
Short-chain store, Huy

finalize

the

Accompaniment

to finalize the business plan
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THEY SUPPORT US
Grâce à :
Thanks to:

Avec le soutien de :
With the support of:

microStart is a
member of:

microStart est membre de :

Ce ﬁnancement bénéﬁcie du soutien de l’Union européenne au titre de l’instrument de garantie institué par le règlement (UE) nº 1296/2013 du Parlement européen et du
Conseil établissant un programme de l’Union européenne pour l’emploi et l’innovation sociale (EaSI)

